
Wine


#1 - 2019 Calimaia Vino Nobile Riserva  
 100% Sangiovese 

Vino Nobile di Montepulciano 
Riserva DOCG 
 Drink: now - 2030 

#2 - 2020 Ca’Viola Caviòt Barolo  
 100% Nebbiolo 

Barolo DOCG 
 Drink: 2025 - 2035  

#3 - 2020 Colombaio di Cencio 
Montelodoli Gran Selezione 
 100% Sangiovese 
 Chianti Classico Gran Selezione DOCG 
 Drink: now - 2035 
  

#4 - 2016 Mazzei Zisola ‘Achilles’  
 100% Syrah 
 Terre Siciliane IGT 
 Drink: now - 2036 

#5 - 2020 Borgo San Daniele Arbis 
 Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio and other 
white varietals 
 Venezia Giulia IGT 
 Drink: now - 2027 

Description


#1 - Tenuta Calimaia is a project which marked the return of the Frescobaldis to 
Montepulciano in the name of that exploratory nature which belonged to Lionardo Di 
Niccolò Frescobaldi. This wine is full-bodied and enveloping, with an exuberant tannic 
note and appealing spiciness. Notes of cherries, wild strawberries & currants intertwine 
with balsamic. A complex wine with remarkable length and persistence in the mouth. 

#2 - The term “Caviòt” is the nickname with which the residents of Motelupo Albese 
affectionately addressed Clement, Beppe Caviola’s father. This is a barolo in the most 
classic sense, where grapes from vineyards with different soils and exposures contribute 
to varietal balance. A bouquet of violets, roses & small red fruits. In the mouth, texture 
is firm & silky, with persuasive tannins, making the taste buds remember it for a long time. 

#3 - "From the Tuscan tradition of enhancing one’s owned vineyards and the exaltation 
of one of the highest territorial denominations, here comes the Montelodoli, the purity 
of Sangiovese.” Ruby red, deep but brilliant, the nose is intense, with red fruits and 
spices, mineral notes and well-toasted yet balanced wood. On the palate you notice its 
beautiful structure, harmonic, almost sweet, with good fruit and a very persistent finish. 

#4 - “The 2016 Achilles is a dark, savory, and layered red wine. This wine is absolutely 
soaring...it deserves to fly solo, no doubt. The fruit is fleshed out and intense with 
background notes of chocolate, spice, and smoked bacon. The wine's intensity is 
beautiful and generous." - Robert Parker. Full and elegant, notice black cherry, forest 
underbrush, and a rich aftertaste. Excellent with game, mushrooms and hard cheeses.  

#5 - On the nose, notes of wild flowers and aromatic herbs with a finish which recalls 
acacia honey. The palate has a rich and concentrated structure, but at the same time 
shows inviting drinkability. Soft, with great volume and elegance, balancing the buttery 
character and underlying mineral quality. A natural match for appetizers & soups. 
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